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List One—Day One 

Here is our first list of words. 

1. quietness—peacefulness
2. thankfulness—gratefulness

3. providence—good management; providing for the future
4. orator—someone who speaks very well in public

5. tedious—going on for a long time; tiresome
6. governor—official who oversees a state, colony, province, etc.

Bonus Words 
7. acquire—obtain; to get something

8. equity—fairness; impartiality
9. minimal—very small; smallest amount possible

10. realistic—representing something as it really is; lifelike
11. beneficial—helpful; causing a good result

Read each of the words. 

Now, go back over the words again. Say the word aloud. Spell the word aloud. Say the word aloud 
again. 

Write each of the words one time. Write your bonus words two times. Don’t forget to include the 

definitions when you copy the words. 

On the following pages is the copywork activity to review selected words. The copywork is from the 
New Testament, Acts 24:1-4, KJV. 
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And/after/five/days/Ananias/the////
high/priest/descended/with/the/elders,/
and/with/a/certain/orator/named///
Tertullus,/who/informed/the/////////
governor/against/Paul.////////////// 
And/when/he/was/called/forth,//////
Tertullus/began/to/accuse/him,///////
saying,/“Seeing/that/by/thee/we//////
enjoy/great/quietness,/and/that//////
very/worthy/deeds/are/done/unto////
this/nation/by/thy/providence,////// 
We/accept/it/always,/and/in/all/////
places,/most/noble/Felix,/with/all//// 
thankfulness.////////////////////// 
Notwithstanding,/that/I/be/not////// 
further/tedious/unto/thee,/I/pray//// 
thee/that/thou/wouldest/hear/us/of/// 
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thy/clemency/a/few/words.”////////// 
Acts/24:1-4,/KJV//////////////////  
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And/after/five/days/Ananias/the////
high/priest/descended/with/the/elders,/
and/with/a/certain/orator/named///
Tertullus,/who/informed/the/////////
governor/against/Paul.////////////// 
And/when/he/was/called/forth,//////
Tertullus/began/to/accuse/him,///////
saying,/“Seeing/that/by/thee/we//////
enjoy/great/quietness,/and/that//////
very/worthy/deeds/are/done/unto////
this/nation/by/thy/providence,////// 
We/accept/it/always,/and/in/all/////
places,/most/noble/Felix,/with/all//// 
thankfulness.////////////////////// 
Notwithstanding,/that/I/be/not////// 
further/tedious/unto/thee,/I/pray//// 
thee/that/thou/wouldest/hear/us/of///   
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thy/clemency/a/few/words.”////////// 
Acts/24:1-4,/KJV//////////////////  
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List One—Day Two 
 

1. quietness—peacefulness 
2. thankfulness—gratefulness  

3. providence—good management; providing for the future  
4. orator—someone who speaks very well in public 

5. tedious—going on for a long time; tiresome  
6. governor—official who oversees a state, colony, province, etc. 
 

Bonus Words 
7. acquire—obtain; to get something 

8. equity—fairness; impartiality 
9. minimal—very small; smallest amount possible 

10. realistic—representing something as it really is; lifelike 
11. beneficial—helpful; causing a good result  
 

Write your words in alphabetical order on the lines beside the puzzle. Use the list you have written 
to find each of your spelling words in the word search below. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Builder 

 
Have you ever stopped to think about the fact that we often use the same words over and over to 

express ourselves? Sometimes we even have trouble saying exactly what we mean because we 
aren’t sure what words to use to say it. It’s time to liven up our conversation and writing with new 
words!   

 
You are going to create your own personal dictionary. This is your dictionary of new words that can 

be incorporated into your day-to-day life.  

 

  
1.     _________________________ 

2.     _________________________ 

3.     _________________________ 

4.     _________________________ 

5.     _________________________ 

6.     _________________________ 

7.     _________________________ 

8.     _________________________ 

9.     _________________________ 

10.   _________________________ 

11.   _________________________ SAMPLE
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Choose a word from this week’s spelling list that you like. It does not matter which word you 

choose. Print out the dictionary page to use for the exercises we will be doing, or use a piece of 
notebook paper, whichever you like. 

 
Today’s personal dictionary assignment is to write the word you have chosen to add to your        

vocabulary at the top of the dictionary page. Look up the word in a dictionary and copy the        
pronunciation on your dictionary page. Also, write your word divided into syllables. Practice saying 
the word properly according to the dictionary pronunciation.  
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List One—Day Three 
 

1. quietness—peacefulness 
2. thankfulness—gratefulness  
3. providence—good management; providing for the future  

4. orator—someone who speaks very well in public 
5. tedious—going on for a long time; tiresome  

6. governor—official who oversees a state, colony, province, etc. 
 
Bonus Words 

7. acquire—obtain; to get something 
8. equity—fairness; impartiality 

9. minimal—very small; smallest amount possible 
10. realistic—representing something as it really is; lifelike 

11. beneficial—helpful; causing a good result  
 
Write your words in alphabetical order. After you have written them, divide them into syllables. Put 

a slash between the syllables of the word. For example, the word create would be divided this way:    
cre/ate.  

 
1. _________________________ 

 
2. _________________________ 

 

3.  _________________________ 

 

4. _________________________ 

 

5. _________________________ 

 

6. _________________________ 

 
7. _________________________ 

 
8. _________________________ 

 
9. _________________________ 

 
10. _________________________ 

 

11. _________________________ 
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Read the following verses or quotations. In each one there is an italicized word that replaces the 

word that was originally used in the verse or quotation. The italicized word is a synonym for the 
spelling word which belongs in that spot. Rewrite the verse or quotation using the correct spelling 

word in place of the italicized word. 
 

1. To receive the instruction of wisdom, justice, and judgment, and fairness; (Proverbs 1:3, 
 KJV) 
 

2. Nobody can obtain honor by doing what is wrong. (Thomas Jefferson) 
 

Explain what each of the above quotations means to you. Discuss your explanations with a parent 
after you have written them. 
 

 
Vocabulary Builder 

 
Today, you are going to write definitions for the word you chose to work with from this list. Look up 

your word in the dictionary and copy one or more of the definitions onto your dictionary page. 
 
Now, use your word in normal conversation at least three times today. Learn to be comfortable with 

the new word and make it a part of your normal vocabulary. 
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List One—Day Four 
 

1. quietness—peacefulness 
2. thankfulness—gratefulness  

3. providence—good management; providing for the future  
4. orator—someone who speaks very well in public 
5. tedious—going on for a long time; tiresome  

6. governor—official who oversees a state, colony, province, etc. 
 

Bonus Words 
7. acquire—obtain; to get something 
8. equity—fairness; impartiality 

9. minimal—very small; smallest amount possible 
10. realistic—representing something as it really is; lifelike 

11. beneficial—helpful; causing a good result  

 
 
Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues below. You will notice that there are extra words in 

the crossword that are not in your spelling list. These are easy words added to make the puzzle 
more interesting.  

 

 

     1           

 2   3    4   5       

6                   7   

                8         

9    10                     

                 11        

                         

          12      13        

    14                    

 15          16              

                 

         17             
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Vocabulary Builder 
 

Today, you are going to write two sentences for the word you chose to work with from this list.   
 
Now, use your word in normal conversation at least three times again today. This will help you    

remember the word when you are talking about things with friends and family. 

Across: 

3.   Someone who speaks very well in public 

6.   A mixture of dirt and water 

8.   Implements used to do work 

9.   Helpful; causing a good result 
11. How old something is 

12. To rest with your weight off of your feet 
13. Friendly; doing good; gentle 

14. A type of short nail that has a large, flat head 

15. Speak; express in words 

16. Obtain; to get something 

17. Very small; smallest amount possible 

Down: 

1.   Good management; providing for the 

      future. 
2.   Peacefulness. 

4.   Going on for a long time; tiresome. 
5.   Representing something as it really is; 

      lifelike. 
7.   Official who oversees a state, colony, 
      province, etc. 

8.   Gratefulness. 
10. Fairness; impartiality. 
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List One—Day Five 
 
1. quietness—peacefulness 
2. thankfulness—gratefulness  
3. providence—good management; providing for the future  

4. orator—someone who speaks very well in public 
5. tedious—going on for a long time; tiresome  

6. governor—official who oversees a state, colony, province, etc. 
 
Bonus Words 

7. acquire—obtain; to get something 
8. equity—fairness; impartiality 

9. minimal—very small; smallest amount possible 
10. realistic—representing something as it really is; lifelike 

11. beneficial—helpful; causing a good result  
 
We are going to end the work on this list with a little decoding. Since the verses we used to start 

this list are from the King James version of the Bible, let’s use books of the Bible to help decode the 
words. The clues under the spaces will help you find the letters you need to fill in the blanks. Only 

some letters are given; you will have to figure the rest out for yourself. The books you will use are: 
 

The third book of the Old Testament 
The sixth book of the Old Testament 

The sixteenth book of the Old Testament 

The nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 

 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 
   1                               2                   3         4 

 
 1. Fifth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 

 2. Fourth letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 3. Sixth letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 

 4. First letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 
  

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 
              1                   2                               3                    4                    5 

 
 1. First letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 

 2. First letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 3. Fifth letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 
 4. First letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 

 5. Ninth letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
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_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   

                        1                    2                    3 
 

 1. Third letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 2. Fourth letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 3. Second letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 

 
 

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   
              1         2                    3 
 

 1. Fourth letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 2. Seventh letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 

 3. Second letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 
 

 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   
   1                               2                   3          4                    5 

 
 1. Third letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 

 2. Second letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 3. Sixth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 

 4. Seventh letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 5. Sixth letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 
 

 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   

               1                  2          3                              4 
 
 1. Fifth letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 

 2. Fourth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 3. Fifth letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 

 4. Seventh letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 

 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   
   1                               2         3 

 
 1. Fifth letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 

 2. Sixth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
3. Fifth letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
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_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 

   1                               2                   3         4 
 

1. Fifth letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 2. Sixth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 3. Fifth letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 

 4. Seventh letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 

 
 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   

   1                              2                    3                              4 
 

 1. Fourth letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 
 2. First letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 

 3. Third letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 
 4. Seventh letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 

 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   

                        1         2                               3         4          5 
 

 1. Second letter in the name of the sixth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Third letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 3. Second letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 

 4. First letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 5. Seventh letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 

 
 
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 

                                        1         2         3          
 

 1. Sixth letter in the name of the sixteenth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Fourth letter in the name of the nineteenth book of the New Testament 

 3. Second letter in the name of the third book of the Old Testament 
 
 

Vocabulary Builder 
 

Review the word you have chosen for your dictionary page. Continue to use it whenever it fits into 
daily conversation and writing.  
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